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August Almanac: Positive Midterm Record Marred by Sizable Losses
By Jeffrey A. Hirsch, CEO, Editor & Publisher
and Christopher Mistal, Director of Research at
Hirsch Holdings Inc, Stock Trader’s Almanac
& Almanac Investor Newsletter
Money flows from harvesting made August a great stock
market month in the first half of the Twentieth Century. It was
the best DJIA month from 1901 to 1951. Now August is
amongst the worst months of the year. It is the worst DJIA,
S&P 500 and Russell 2000 month over the last 34 years,
1988-2021 with average declines ranging from –0.3% by
Russell 2000 to –0.8% by DJIA. For NASDAQ August ranks
second worst over the same period with an average gain
of 0.3%.
Contributing to this poor performance since 1988; the
second shortest bear market in history (45 days) caused by
turmoil in Russia, the Asian currency crisis and the LongTerm Capital Management hedge fund debacle ending
August 31, 1998, with the DJIA shedding 6.4% that day.
DJIA dropped 1344.22 points for the month, off 15.1%—
which is the second worst monthly percentage DJIA loss
since 1950. Saddam Hussein triggered a 10.0% slide in
August 1990. The best DJIA gains occurred in 1982
(11.5%) and 1984 (9.8%) as bear markets ended. Sizeable
losses in 2010, 2011, 2013 and 2015 of over 4% on DJIA
have widened Augusts’ average decline.
In midterm years since 1950, Augusts’ rankings improve
slightly: #8 DJIA and S&P 500, #10 NASDAQ (since 1974)
and #10 Russell 2000 (since 1982). Average losses range
from –0.2% for S&P 500 to –1.3% for Russell
2000. All four indexes have winning track
records, but losses have frequently been
substantially larger than gains. DJIA and
NASDAQ suffered double-digit losses in 1974,
1990 and 1998.

Historically, the first eight or nine trading days of the month
have exhibited weakness while mid-month is better. This
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strength is visible above on trading days 11, 12 and 13. The
end of August tends to be softer when traders evacuate Wall
Street for a summer finale. The last five days were bearish
from 1996 to 2013 but have been positive in seven of the last
eight years. However, S&P 500 has been up only nine times
on the penultimate day in the past 26 years.
On Monday of monthly options expiration DJIA has been up

17 of the last 27 years with three up more than 1%. Monthly
expiration Friday has been mixed recently. DJIA has been
up the last four years straight after declining in seven of the
previous eight. Expiration week is down 19 times in 32 years
since 1990, with some sizable losses; –2.6% in 1990, –2.3%
in 1992, –4.2% in 1997, –4.0% in 2011, –2.2% in 2013 and
–5.8% in 2015. The week after expiration is stronger up 20
of the last 32.
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has rallied smartly off the June lows.
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At the end of July DJIA was up 9.9% from the June lows,
S&P up 12.6% and NASDAQ up 16.4%. Summer rally 2022
has worked the bulls into a frenzy like a matador with his red

2022 Tracing Justin Mamis’ Sentiment Cycle
Here is a little sneak peek into the 2023 Stock Trader’s
Almanac as we send it off to press that is also remarkably
apropos now. The 2022 edition featured “Marty Zweig’s
Investing Rules” on page 80. For the 2023 edition on this
page, we are featuring “Bob Farrell’s Market Rules to
Remember & Justin Mamis’ Sentiment Cycle.”
90-year-old Bob Farrell has retired to Florida, but he still
imparts his forecasts and outlook to investors and traders
from time to time. We will touch on his “Rules to Remember”
at another time.
Justin Mamis passed away in 2019, but his books and
wisdom are still relied upon regularly to this day. Mamis was
a highly regarded market analyst and technician who
authored three must-have books on the stock market: When
to Sell (1977), How to Buy (1982), and The Nature of Risk
(1991) and two must read newsletters.
Just before we presented at the CMT Association’s 2022
Annual Symposium veteran technical analyst Helene
Meisler shared Mamis’ Sentiment Cycle (pictured below)
along with her analysis of where in the cycle the market was
at the time at the end of April 2022—in that brief pause
between disbelief and panic (green circle).
(continued on page 3)
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Comparing the current chart of the S&P 500 below we’ve
highlighted in yellow that area of disbelief Ms. Meisler
pointed out in April. Our assessment is that the June low
correlates quite well with the “Panic” point on Mamis’ chart

and we are now hitting the first level of “Anxiety.” This
dovetails with our bearish seasonal/cycle outlook as we are
entering the worst two months of the year and are smack
dab in the “Weak Spot” of the 4-Year Cycle from Q2 to Q3 of
the midterm election year.
Our view on the economy is less than sanguine as we just
logged the second quarter in a row of negative GDP with
rampant inflation only just beginning to take its toll on Main
Street. Cheerleading aside, we have not definitively averted
recession. It may yet prove to be mild, but we believe the
effects of the Fed’s aggressive rate increase have yet to
really hit home, and another hike is likely in September.
While the summer rally off the June lows has been
impressive, the market is now running into technical
resistance around the early June highs. Sentiment has
rebounded with the market but is by no means bullish.
Market internals have been choppy with New Lows still
outpacing New Highs and without any material rise in the
Advance/Decline Line.
We believe the bear market is nearing the end, but
this July bounce appears to be a classic bear market
rally before the final push lower. Remember, July is
the best month of Q3. But “Hot July Markets” like this
year are often followed by lower prices and better
buying opportunities later in the year.
August and September are the worst months of the
year, and we are facing some rather stiff headwinds
with respect to the war in Ukraine, inflation, rate
hikes, growth and the midterm elections. But the
“Sweet Spot” of the 4-Year Cycle from Q4 midterm
year through Q2 pre-election year is only two months
away. Cash is still king. Stick to the playbooks and
look for a retest of the lows in the August-October
period, which we believe will deliver the next fat pitch
for the “Sweet Spot” and the return of the bull.

Index Definitions: The S&P 500 Index is an unmanaged composite of 500 large capitalization companies. This index is widely used by professional investors as a
performance benchmark for large-cap stocks. The Dow Jones Industrial Average (‘DJIA’) is an unmanaged composite of 30 widely held stocks. The NASDAQ Index is an
unmanaged composite of the common stocks and similar securities listed on the NASDAQ Stock Market. The Russell 2000 Index is an unmanaged composite of the bottom
2,000 stocks in the Russell 3000 Index. The Russell 3000 Index is an unmanaged composite of the 3,000 largest publicly held companies incorporated in America as
measured by total market capitalization. The Russell 2000 index is widely used by professional investors as a performance benchmark for small-cap stocks. You cannot invest
directly in an index and unmanaged index returns do not reflect any fees, expenses or sales charges. The Wilshire 5000 is a market-capitalization-weighted index of the
market value of all US-stocks actively traded in the United States. As of December 31, 2021, the index contained only 3687 components. The index is intended to measure the
performance of most publicly traded companies headquartered in the United States, with readily available price data. Past performance does not guarantee future results.
Moving Average Convergence Divergence (MACD): A trend-following momentum indicator that shows the relationship between two moving averages of prices.
Santa Claus Rally: Discovered and named by Yale Hirsch in 1972 and published in the 1973 Stock Trader’s Almanac. Santa Claus tends to come to Wall Street nearly
every year, bringing a short, sweet, respectable rally within the last five days of the year and the first two in January. This rally has been averaged 1.3% S&P 500 gain since
1969. Santa’s failure to show tends to precede bear markets, or times stocks could be purchased later in the year at much lower prices.
Triple Witch Week: Is the week containing the third Friday in March, June, September and December when stock options, index options and index futures expire on Friday.
January Effect: Is the tendency of small-cap stocks to outperform large-cap stocks in January.
January Barometer: Devised by Yale Hirsch in 1972, and published in the 1973 Stock Trader’s Almanac, the January Barometer states that as the S&P 500 goes in January,
so goes the year. This indicator has registered twelve major errors since 1950 for an 83.3% accuracy ratio.
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Market at a Glance
Seasonal: Bearish. August is the worst DJIA, S&P 500
and Russell 2000 since 1988 and second worst month
for NASDAQ. Midterm-year August’s have been mixed
with significant losses occurring in 1974, 1990 and
1998. August 2022 is also in the “Weak Spot” of the
four-year-cycle.

S&P 500 4180 and NASDAQ 12320. A decisive move
above these levels could put respective 200-day
moving averages in play. Failure could lead to an
eventual retest of the June lows.

Monetary: 2.25 – 2.50%. Energy and other commodity
prices have eased lately, but headline CPI and PPI have
Fundamental: Recession. The traditional definition of a
yet to confirm with lower readings that could suggest a
change in trend. Nonetheless, the Fed did raise rates
recession is two consecutive quarters of GDP decline.
by 0.75% this month and boldly signaled that
Q1 was negative and the first estimate of Q2
they will likely slow the pace of hikes as
was also negative. Treasury yields are also
soon as their next meeting in
partially inverted. Real personal
September. As a result of a less
consumption expenditures also
A decisive move
hawkish Fed, the market has largely
decreased in May (June to be
above these levels could
shrugged off this month’s rate
released on July 29). Corporate
put
respective
200-day
increase thus far. QT (quantitative
earnings have also been tepid with
tightening), currently around
numerous companies missing
moving averages in play.
$47.5 billion per month is
expectations. Housing is cooling,
Failure could lead to an
scheduled to double to $95 billion
supply chain pressures persist,
on September 1.
and consumer confidence remains
eventual retest of the
depressed. Employment data has
Psychological: Improving. According
June lows.
remained firm but could be the final
to Investor’s Intelligence Advisors
shoe to drop if other data continues to
Sentiment survey Bullish advisors stand
come in weak.
at 38.9%. Correction advisors are at 27.8%
Technical: Nearing Resistance? DJIA, S&P 500 and
while Bearish advisors numbered 33.3% as of their
July 27 release. Bears peaked at 44.1% in mid-June
NASDAQ have all enjoyed fair rallies off of their
and have been trending lower as the market has
respective June lows. At those lows, they were all
climbed higher. Current levels of bulls, bears and
oversold and due for a bounce. All three have
correction advisors are essentially neutral. Where the
reclaimed their 50-day moving average but remain well
market goes next is likely to dictate the overall direction
below their 200-day moving averages. Also standing in
in sentiment.
their way are the early June highs around: DJIA 33250,
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